1933

1921

1925

The Nazi Party takes
power in Germany.
Hitler becomes
chancellor of
Germany.

Hitler becomes
leader of the
National Socialist
“Nazi” Party.

Mein Kampf is
published and
introduces the idea of
the “Jewish Problem.”

Nazi set up first
concentration camp
at Dachau for
political opponents.

1914 – 1918
WWI takes place,
ending with Germany
surrendering in 1918.
Hitler almost dies while
serving his country.

1935
Jews are deprived
of their
citizenship and
other basic rights.

1919

1923

1929

1934

1936

Germany is
forced to sign
the Treaty of
Versailles

Beer Hall Putsch takes
place – an unsuccessful
attempt by the Nazi Party
to overthrow the
government.

Stock Market on
Wall Street crashes,
signaling the
beginning of the
Great Depression.

Hitler combines the
positions of
chancellor and
president to
become “Führer” or
dictator of
Germany.

Nazis boycott
Jewish-owned
businesses. Jews
lose their right to
vote.

Hitler is sentenced to 5
years in jail but only
serves 9 months.
Hitler begins to write
Mein Kampf, which
means “my struggle.”

Olympic games are
held in Berlin,
Germany. Jews are
banned. American
Jesse Owns wins 4
gold medals,
infuriating Hitler.

1938
1940
On Kristallnacht, “The
Night of Broken Glass”,
Nazis terrorized Jews in
Germany and Austria by
destroying their
businesses and
synagogues.

Nazis begin
deporting
German Jews to
Poland, and Jews
are forced into
ghettos.

1944

All Jewish children are
moved to Jewish
schools.

Nazis begin the
first mass murder
of Jews in Poland.

D-Day – the Americans
land in Normandy,
France.

1946
In Nuremberg,
Germany Nazi
leaders are tried for
war crimes, even
though several
leaders have either
escaped or
committed suicide.

1939

1941

1945

1947

Germany takes over
Czechoslovakia and
invades Poland.

Germany breaks its
nonaggression pact and
invades the Soviet Union; this
is the biggest military mistake
Hitler could have made.

Hitler is defeated
and WWII ends in
Europe.

A Jewish homeland,
The State of Israel,
is established by the
United Nations.

WWII begins as
Britian and France
declare war on
Germany.

The United States enters the
war after the Japanese
bombing of Pearl Harbor.

The Holocaust is
over, and the death
camps are emptied.
Many Jewish
survivors are placed
in displaced persons
facilities.
Hitler commits
suicide.

